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Abstract

This paper describes the details of our

system submitted to the SemEval-2014

shared task about aspect-based sentiment

analysis on review texts. We participated

in subtask 2 (prediction of the polarity

of aspect terms) and 4 (prediction of the

polarity of aspect categories). Our ap-

proach to determine the sentiment of as-

pect terms and categories is based on lin-

guistic preprocessing, including a com-

positional analysis and a verb resource,

task-specific feature engineering and su-

pervised machine learning techniques. We

used a Logistic Regression classifier to

make predictions, which were ranked

above-average in the shared task.

1 Introduction

Aspect-based sentiment analysis refers to the

problem of predicting the polarity of an explicit

or implicit mention of a target in a sentence or

text. The SemEval-2014 shared task required sen-

timent analysis of laptop and restaurant reviews

on sentence level and comprised four subtasks

(Pontiki et al., 2014). The organizers created and

shared manually labelled domain-specific training

and test data sets. Two of the four subtasks dealt

with determining the sentiment of a given aspect

term (explicitly mentioned) or aspect category (ex-

plicitly or implicitly mentioned) in a sentence.

The subtasks we participated in do not include the

recognition of aspects. Given the sentence “The

sushi rolls were perfect, but overall it was too ex-

pensive.”, “sushi rolls” is an aspect term, and the

corresponding aspect categories are “food” and
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“price”. The correct predictions would be the fol-

lowing:

• Subtask 2 (aspect terms): {sushi rolls ➝ pos-

itive}

• Subtask 4 (aspect categories): {food ➝ posi-

tive, price ➝ negative}

To solve these tasks, we introduce a Logis-

tic Regression Model for target-specific sentiment

analysis. Features are derived from a fine-grained

polarity lexicon, a verb resource specifying expec-

tations and effects of the verbs functional roles,

and a compositional analysis. In our experiments

on the restaurant and laptop reviews data for the

SemEval-2014 shared task, we found that im-

provements over the baseline are possible for all

classes except “conflict”.

2 Related Work

We focus on the question whether fine-grained lin-

guistic sentiment analysis improves target-specific

polarity classification. Existing approaches to

aspect-based sentiment detection have focused on

different aspects of this task, e.g. the identifi-

cation of targets and their components (Popescu

and Etzioni, 2005) and sentence-level composition

(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007). Ding et al. (2008)

and Hu and Liu (2004) produced lexicon-based

approaches, which perform quite well in a large

number of domains, and Blair-Goldensohn et al.

(2008) combined lexicon-based methods and su-

pervised learning. Jiang et al. (2011) used a depen-

dency parser to generate a set of aspect dependent

features for classification. For our system we built

a sentiment composition resembling the one of

Läubli et al. (2012), which was developed for Ger-

man. Moreover, our verb resource has some simi-

larity with the one of Neviarouskaya et al. (2009):

both rely on verb classes and utilize verb-specific
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behavior. However, only we specify the individ-

ual verb’s (default) perspective on each role (and

are, thus, able to count polar propagations). See

also Reschke and Anand (2011), who describe in

detail how polar (verb) complements combine to

verb frame polarity (again without recording and

using role perspectives as we do).

3 System Description

In this section we present the details of our senti-

ment analysis system. We used the same prepro-

cessing and learning algorithm for both subtasks

(2 & 4). Only the feature extraction was expanded

in subtask 4 for determining the polarities of as-

pect categories (see section 3.3). The data sets

consisted of restaurant and laptop reviews, which

comprise about 3’000 manually classified target-

specific sentences for each domain.

3.1 Sentiment Composition

The fundamental steps of our sentiment analysis

system are parsing the sentences, rule-based sen-

timent analysis using a polarity lexicon and a verb

resource, feature extraction and training a machine

learning algorithm. In this section we will de-

scribe the composition of the lexicon as well as the

structure of the sentiment composition pipeline.

Category Example

POS strong “awesome”

POS weak “adequate”

NEG strong “catastrophe”

NEG weak “demotivated”

POS active “generous”

POS passive “noteworthy”

NEG active “rebellion”

NEG passive “orphaned”

Table 1: Additional categories in our fine-grained

polarity lexicon

The same polarity lexicon was used for both

domains. After mapping the polarities from the

lexicon to the words and multi-word expressions,

we calculated the polarity of nominal (NPs) and

prepositional phrases (PPs) by means of lexical

marking and the syntactic analysis of a depen-

dency parser (Choi and Palmer, 2011). We did not

implement any rules for neutral phrases, all words

and phrases not marked as positive or negative are

considered as neutral. In general, the polarities are

propagated bottom-up to their respective heads of

the NPs/PPs in composition with the subordinates.

Shifters and negation words are also taken into ac-

count. The parser output is converted into a con-

straint grammar (CG) format for the subsequent

analysis of words and phrases. To conduct this

composition of polarity for the phrases we imple-

mented a CG with the vislcg3 tools (VISL-group,

2013). The next stage of our sentiment detection

is the verb resource, which was also implemented

with the vislcg3 tools and will be explained in the

next section.

3.2 Verb-based Sentiment Analysis

In order to combine the composition of the po-

lar phrases with verb information, we encoded the

impact of the verbs on polarity using three di-

mensions: effects, expectations and verb polarity.

While effects should be understood as the outcome

instantiated through the verb, expectations can be

understood as anticipated polarities induced by the

verb. Effects and expectations are assigned to sub-

jects or objects, not to the verb itself. A positive

or negative verb effect propagates from the verb to

a subject or object if the latter receives the polar-

ity of the verb. For a verb expectation, the subject

or object is expected to be polar and thus receives

a polarity even if the sentiment composition re-

sulted neutral (see examples below). The verb po-

larity as such is the evaluation of the whole verbal

phrase. Moreover, we process predicative and pas-

sive verbs, adapting the effects and expectations to

the syntactic structure.

Since these effects and expectations match di-

rectly to the subject and objects of a sentence,

they are of great use detecting the polarity of as-

pect terms (which are predominantly subjects or

objects). We present the following examples ex-

tracted from the training data to illustrate three di-

mensions annotated by the verb analysis:

• Example of a positive effect on the direct ob-

ject of a sentence induced by the verb: “I

love (verb POS) the operating system and the

preloaded software (POS EFF).”

• Example for a negative expectation on a

prepositional object induced by the verb:

“[...] the guy, who constantly com-

plains (verb NEG) about the noise level

(NEG EXP).”

• Example of positive predicative effects

with an auxiliary, non-polar verb: “Ser-
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vice (POS predicative) is (verb PRED) great,

takeout (POS predicative) is (verb PRED)

good too.”

Furthermore, we make a distinction between the

different prepositions a verb can invoke and the

succeeding semantic changes. For example, the

verb “to die” can be annotated in three different

manners, depending on the prepositional object:

1. “My phone died (verb NEG).”

2. “Their pizza (POS EFF) is to die (verb POS)

for.”

3. “He died (verb NEG) of cancer

(NEG EXP).”

To summarize, in addition to verb polarity, we

introduce effects and expectations to verb frames,

which are determined through the syntactic pattern

found, the bottom-up calculated phrase polarities

and the meaning of the verb itself. We manually

categorized approx. 300 of the most frequent pos-

itive and negative English verbs and their respec-

tive verb frames.

Laptop reviews

Feature Occurrences in %

Verbs effects 367 12.05

Verb expectations 6 0.02

Predicatives 298 9.78

Polar verbs 530 17.39

Restaurant reviews

Feature Occurrences in %

Verbs effects 246 8.09

Verb expectations 12 0.04

Predicatives 378 12.43

Polar verbs 521 17.13

Table 2: Occurrences and percentage of sentences

of annotated polar verb features in the training data

of the shared task

In table 2, we illustrate the relevance of the lin-

guistic features of this verb resource by showing in

how many sentences of the training set these anno-

tations appear. Since we merely annotated the verb

frames of the most frequent English verbs, it is

conceivable that this resource may have a consid-

erably greater effect if more domain-specific verbs

are modelled.

After this final sentiment composition step, all

derived polarity chunks are converted into a set of

features for machine learning algorithms.

3.3 Feature Extraction

In a first step of our system, the sentences are

parsed, phrase polarities are calculated and verb

effects and expectations are assigned. Subse-

quently, a feature extractor, which extracts and ag-

gregates polar information, operates on the out-

put. The Simple Logistic Regression classifier

from weka Hall et al. (2009) is then trained on

these features.

We developed a feature extraction pipeline that

retrieves information about various polarity levels

in words, syntactic functions and phrases of the

sentences in the data set. In order to use our senti-

ment composition approach for machine learning,

we extract three different sets of features, result-

ing in a total of 32 features for subtask 2 and 39

features for subtask 4.

In short, the feature sets are constructed as fol-

lows:

• Lexicon-based features: These features com-

prise simple frequency counts of positive and

negative words in the sentences and binary

features showing whether any positive or

negative, strong or active tokens are present

at all. Furthermore, these features not only

include absolute counts but also token ratios.

• Composition-based features: This feature set

describes the information found in nomi-

nal, prepositional and verbal phrases, such

as the number of positive/negative phrase

heads or predicative verb effects found. It

is also possible to distinguish between fea-

tures which represent frequency counts and

features which represent polarity ratios.

• Target-specific features: This set includes

features from the previous two sets in con-

nection with the aspect terms, e.g. whether

the aspect term has a verb expectation or

whether the aspect term is the head of a neg-

ative/positive phrase, the subject or direct ob-

ject, etc. In this set we also include accu-

mulative features that represent the complete

amount of polar information in connection

with an aspect term.

• (only for subtask 4) Category-specific fea-

tures: These features are based on a co-

occurrence analysis of the most frequent

words used in each category. That is to
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say, we calculated the frequencies of all po-

lar nouns, verbs and adjectives that appear in

sentences of the same category in order to

find category-specific words which have an

influence on the polarity. This set includes

features such as the number of category-

specific words occurring in the sentence, etc.

For the classification of the aspect terms and

categories of the sentences into the four classes

(positive, negative, neutral and conflict), we

trained a Simple Logistic Regression classifier on

the features described above. We also explored

other machine learning algorithms such as SVMs

and artificial neural networks, however, the Logis-

tic Regression proved to yield the best results.

4 Results & Discussion

In this section we present and discuss the results

of our system in the SemEval 2014 shared task.

The results of our submission for subtasks 2 and 4,

compared to the majority baselines, can be found

in table 3. Our system performs significantly bet-

ter on restaurant reviews than on laptop reviews,

probably due to the fact that our polarity lexi-

con comprises more restaurant-specific vocabu-

lary than computer-specific vocabulary.

Subtask Data Baseline Acc.

(2) Laptops 47.06 58.30

(2) Restaurants 57.8 70.98

(4) Restaurants 59.84 73.10

Table 3: Shared-Task results for subtask 2 (aspect

term polarity) and subtask 4 (aspect category po-

larity)

In both subtasks, calculating the polarity of the

aspect terms and the aspect categories, the class

positive scores better than the three other classes.

In all data sets and all subtasks positive was the

majority class of the four-partite classification:

42% in the aspect terms of the laptop reviews, 59%

in the aspect terms and aspect categories of the

laptop reviews equally (measured in the training

data). Thus, it is not surprising that the most fre-

quent error of our system is to categorize neutral

aspect terms and categories as positive.

We do not achieve any improvements for the

class conflict. The latter is very hard to detect, not

only because this class is difficult to define but also

because of the lack of training data given for this

class. This could not be improved even though

we included lexical features to address this par-

ticular class, for example, Boolean features show-

ing whether an adversative conjunction is present

in the sentence or whether the count of positive

chunks equals the count of negative chunks in the

same sentence. These features are in line with

the theory that aspects are considered controver-

sial if positive and negative occurrences are bal-

anced and no polarity clearly prevails. Further-

more, the conflictive facet of a sentence is fre-

quently not represented in the words (e.g. “It has

no camera, but I can always buy and install one

easy.”; camera = conflict). Thus, it becomes chal-

lenging to generate features for this class conflict

with a lexicon-based approach.

Furthermore, since our verb resource was newly

implemented, there are still many verbs (espe-

cially domain-specific verbs) which will have to

be modelled in addition to the most frequent En-

glish verbs included in the analysis by now. An-

other limitation of our current system is the fact

that verb negation is not yet implemented: We

process negation occurring in noun phrases (e.g.

“a not so tasty chicken curry”), but not when the

negation word relates to the verb (e.g. “we didn’t

complain”).

In summary, our aspect-based sentiment anal-

ysis pipeline takes into consideration many lin-

guistic characteristics relevant for detecting opin-

ion, and still provides the possibility to expand our

compositional resources.

5 Conclusion

Given the above-average results obtained in the

shared task system ranking, we conclude that the

method for aspect-based sentiment analysis in re-

view texts presented in this paper yields competi-

tive results. We showed that the performance for

this task can be improved by using linguistically

motivated features for all classes except conflict.

We presented a supervised aspect-based senti-

ment analysis system to detect target-specific po-

larity with features derived from a fine-grained po-

larity lexicon, a verb resource and compositional

analysis based on a dependency parser. Our results

have shown that deeper linguistic analysis can pos-

itively influence the detection of target-specific

polarities on sentence level in review texts.
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